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Hajjah – Hardah district 

Yemen Red Crescent  

Twenty five dead bodies resulted from the airstrike in Mazraq camps were evacuated by the YRCS Hajjah 
to Haradh Hospital. 

 

Islamic Relief (UNHCR’s IP for Camp Management and Camp Coordination) 

 

      70% of the IDPs Families are back to both Camp1 &3 from the areas they moved to. 

•    30% have not returned yet.  

•    As the attack covered Haradh Yesterday Night, some families started fleeting from Haradh to 

other places  

•    No assessments have been conducted due to security reasons at the present time. IRY sent some 

of its Staff home and kept vocal points of its staff in the field. 

•   There was an attempt by the host community to break in to WFP warehouses and took some 

food from the warehouses in the camps, but they were prevented by the IDPs and the guards, till 

now no confirmation how much food was taken. The only thing that was done is to prevent them 

while blundering.  

•   Another attempt was to break into women center where NFIs for return package are kept, by 

Unknown people, but they were also prevented by the IRY field staff. They took some NFIs, but 

No confirmation till now how many NJFIs were taken. The only thing that was done is to 

prevent them while blundering.  

•   The whole team of IRY will be back to the field on Sunday 5th of April, depending the security 

situation, otherwise, IRY will keep only the field vocal points if the situation went worse.  

At around 4:00pm today, another missile targeted an area near the medical center run by ADRA in Camp 

3. The second missile hit an area near Almazarq .till now no confirmation on the number of injuries, 

damage, or death cases has been attained. 

 

 

 



 
Al-Amal Association (UNHCR’s IP for NFIs) 

Reason of the events which are taking place on Saudi Arabia and Yemen borders at Hajjah governorate 

Haradh district. 

After the war airplane strike which happened at Mazraq camp 1on date 30-3-2015, the stability is returned 

to mazraq region at Camp 1, where about the households had returned at the camp 1 .Here are some 

reasons people had returned back to the camp : 
 

1- Ration food distribution by the WFP for the April month. 

2- Some service supports are existed such as water, health service and shelter. 
 

Regarding security situation of the Haradh region, yesterday and today there are huge displacements of 

the residents and IDPs who came from before two days from the strike regions and districts of the 
airplane strike , those IDPs have come from districts such Aldaher ,Razeh ,malaaheet ,Shida and Mazraq, 

the strike had took place yesterday evening on the bridge of Alkhaima on the main streat ,which has 

caused fear and terrorize among the local residents and IDPs who are existed in Jamarik region and 

Alkhaimah in addition other regions .That had caused huge displacement to the Hajja and Hodeidah 
governorate districts, people are escaping to the more security places. 

 

The situation now is required quick involvement and responds for the whole sectors, shelter, health, and 
food. Day after day the displacement is increasing due to of the war airplane strikes on several regions. 

 

 

Sada’a Governorate 

 

Al-Amal Association (UNHCR’s IP) 

 
Sa'ada town and for the third day remain without electricity, the public electric were cut after the air 

strikes targeted the power station and military camps surrounding Sa'ada. Most of citizens near military 

camps flee their houses to their original villages in Sa'ada Governorate and outside Sa'ada Governorate.     

Initial figures of IDPs: 

 
• IDPs in Atyas valley and Al Salem in Kitaf district around 40 families,  

• IDPs in Takhiah of Majz district around 200 families.  

• IDPs in al Sayyah valley of Razih district 278 families.  
 

 

IDPs Movement  
 

During the last two days the movement of IDPs has been monitored as following: 

A large number of people displaced from the areas which located on the borders between Saudi Arabia 

and Yemen in ( Shida -  Razeh - AL Daher districts) .  The estimated number of IDPs is nearly 900 
families. In AL- Mahdm area there are about 30-40 families of IDPs staying outside with no shelter   

 

The reasons of Displacement: 
 

- The shelling of air strikes on different areas of these districts. 

- Residents received warnings about their staying in places of clashes. 

- The populations have fear and terror of the expansion of the war into armed clashes directly in 

their areas. 

 
Places of Displacement: 



 
The families that are from above mentioned displaced to many areas : 

- Some families displaced to AL- Mahdm area - Razeh District which is located on 10 Km from the 
places of clashes. Most of them chose this area because it is  safe place  for their cattle . 

-  Another part of IDPs displaced to AL Mazraq camp – Harad district and other families of IDPs 

in AL Mazraq camp fled to ALMudab and ALQufl villages in Harad District. 

-  Many of families displaced to Abs and Hiran Districts in Hajjah governorate. 

 

Roads and accessibility  
 

- Saada Road - Hidan - Maran –Al Malaheet ( the traffic is very low due to  fear of  bombing) .  

- Saada Road – Majez – Ghamer – Razeh  is mountainous road . It is not paved but it is partly safe . 
(The traffic is very low). 

- Razeh Road – Shida – AL Malaheet (the traffic is very low and discontinuous due to bombing of 
artillery on the Road ) 

 

Aden  

The Abyan Youth Forum (AYF), a community-based organization, reported that some 400 IDP families 

are presently occupying 3 schools while most are residing with family members, relatives and friends in 

the Abyan governorate. The actual number of individuals remains unknown.   
 

Urgent needs were identified as potable water, food, and non-food items.  The heightened insecurity, due 

indiscriminate shelling and fighting between the Al-Houthi rebels and Popular Committee members, 
continue in the governorates making it untenable to undertake any response activity.  Similar 

displacements are reported to have taken place in Lahaj, Al-Dhale and Aden.   

 
 

IDPs movement  ( from Aden to Abyan and Lahj ) and Humanitarian needs  

 

most of southern IDPs displaced to their place of origin (like Abyan), the displacement mainly was from 
Aden and Lahj to the safe areas in Abyan like Ga'ar and the no. of displaced HH is 400 (this no. was as 

estimation by an local agency and there is a possibility of increasing in no. of IDPs within the next days) 

and 90% of IDPs headed to Khanfar. 
 

Some families went to the garden Beir Asheikh area in Abyan; for the people who are not originated from 

other places they were able to reside in 2 schools in Abyan and it is expected to open more schools to host 

the IDPs in Khanfar area in Abyan, the displaced people were not only from but there was a displacement 
for the people from northern parts of Yemen.  

 

The families who hosted their relatives and friends are already having big families which might be a 
problem as they expect the displacement to be for a short period of time 

The local agency preparing to start the registration of IDPs  as the form is consisting of some of the main 

information like the name of head of HH, family size as a basic registration process. 
 

People who live in the dangerous areas in Aden (like Dar Sa'ad) left to the inner areas like Crater 

 There is lack of gas cylinders which is required to cook food, there is a water shortage in Alma'alla and 

At-tawwahi districts in Aden, while the drinking water is dirty and some people stated that it seems like 
water from the sewage specially that there is some news about stealing the water refining devices from 

the water co. labs, fortunately there is no food shortage 

 

 

 



Shabwah  
 

Yemen Red Crescent 

   
The branch received a request from the governor and MoPHP office to help in medical transferal of 

wounded in Ataq hospital to Al-Wadeeáh-Sharorah port to Saudi where these wounded will be taken to 

Saudi hospitals. Before the reply, the Saudis closed this port due to security concerns.  YRC branch 
reported that it mobilized 2 teams to Aseelan (Nogoob)  

      

  

 Dhaleé  

 

Yemen Red Crescent 

 
One of the Emergency team volunteers was shot in the waist while transferring a wounded from Zubaid to 

Al-Naser hospital in Al-Dhaleé city. Fortunately, this wound was not fatal, however, only viscera and 

intestine were treated and bullet could not be taken out as it was close to the vertebra.  
 

The situation in Dhaleé today was very tense and evolved dramatically with the shelling reached the 

middle of the city. After this security incident, the YRCS staffs were in the run to relocate their families 

away from confrontation areas. The volunteer has been died yesterday  
 

Lahj 
 

Yemen Red Crescent 

 

The branch declared an emergency appeal to save people of Al-Hota (Lahj Capital city) who are being 

trapped due to the ongoing conflict. The local people of Hota were deprived of water and food and dead 
bodies of the different conflicting partis scattered in the streets. The branch major challenge was how to 

handle the unidentified dead bodies which was exacerbated by the shortage of Morgue facilities but Al-

Jomhouria hospitals in Aden (already overloaded and refuse to take unidentified dead bodies) 
 

Al-Masdaronline (electronic newspaper) reported the Court delegation of MSF and ICRC to tackle the 

unidentified dead bodies and bury them after documenting identification elements from these 
corpses. YRC branch reported the popular pressure put on the branch to remove these corpses.  

 

 

Ibb 

 

Yemen Red Crescent 

 
About 14 dead bodies resulted from the airstrike in Yarim  were evacuated by the YRCS branch to 

Yarim,Dhamar ,Sanaa and Ibb Hospitals . 

 
 


